Migration Is Beautiful: Celebrating Diversity through Meaning Making

Favianna Rodriguez and Cesar Maxit are two Latin American Artists who use the symbol of the monarch butterfly on how migration and hope is beautiful. Students were able to watch a segment the "Voice of Art" and have a brief discussion on how artist such as Favianna Rodriguez and crew join the fearless riders of the Undocubus as they arrive in Charlotte, NC, and how Artist César Maxit explains the butterfly art he has created to help them express their messages of diversity.

S.E: if Students were having a hard time with the initial process they were allowed to use butterfly template to start on the outline of the butterfly student were given the choice to work with color pencils or markers if there motor skills needed more assistance.

G.T: were able to challenge themselves by creating a bilingual message in each wing one in Spanish and the other message in English.

Celebrating Culture and Identity through Meaning Making in art by looking into the current events and creating messages of hope and support with influences of Favianna Rodriguez and Cesar Maxit.

Students explore Drawing and Design through words and illustration by using the discussion we delved into such as the current events of migration and how the Monarchs migration symbolizes the freedom individuals and families and the beauty migration has on diversity.

THEMES/BIG IDEA
(For example: nature, identity, communication, celebrations)

Celebrating Culture and Identity through Meaning Making in art by looking into the current events and creating messages of hope and support with influences of Favianna Rodriguez and Cesar Maxit.

COMMUNITY CONTEXTS
(For example: community issues, concerns, community history and stories)

Students were able to watch a segment the "Voice of Art" and have a brief discussion on how artist such as Favianna Rodriguez and crew join the fearless riders of the Undocubus as they arrive in Charlotte, NC, and how Artist César Maxit explains the butterfly art he has created to help them express their messages of diversity.

DIFFERENTIATIONS
(For example: Special Ed, ELL, and Gifted and Talented)

S.E.: if Students were having a hard time with the initial process they were allowed to use butterfly template to start on the outline of the butterfly student were given the choice to work with color pencils or markers if there motor skills needed more assistance.

G.T.: were able to challenge themselves by creating a bilingual message in each wing one in Spanish and the other message in English.

STUDENTS IN ACTION

Describe the action! Students experiences in Creating, Presenting, Responding, and/or Connecting.

WHAT WILL STUDENTS DO?
Students have the opportunity to use the butterfly to create an 8x10 image of celebrating diversity by using pencil, markers and paint to creating a response to the discussion on the beauty of migration and the impact it has given our community.

HOW WILL STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE LEARNING IN RELATION TO THE STANDARDS?

Through the standards of Connecting (VA:CN 10.1 and 11.1) Students explored the meaning of interpreting the current events through images that synthesizes there knowledge of why people create art to inspire hope when with we talk about migrations.
Messages in Art
Mensajes en Arte
Art Session

15min - Introductions
20 min - work time
5 min - Clean-Up
What's the Messages? Que Es El Mensaje?

provide commentary on issues in a society. ...
Social commentary can be practiced through all forms of communication

Communicating with symbols/ Comunicacion usando Simbolos

- Words/ Palabras
- Images/ Imagenes
- Icons/ Iconos

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
Banksy

I remember when all this was trees
Shepard Fairey

MAKE ART NOT WAR

EYES OPEN

RISE ABOVE

MIND OPEN

MAKE ART

NOT WAR
Raoul Deal
Ms Arellano
Voice of Art - Migration Is Beautiful, Pt. 3

migration is beautiful

migration is beautiful
Favianna Rodriguez is an interdisciplinary artist, cultural organizer, and political activist based in Oakland, California. Her art and collaborative projects
Hayes Banner Success
Messages in Art

Cesar Maxit

5min - Introductions
10 min - Materials
35min - Studio
15 min - Clean-Up
The deadline to present the drawings at the Consulate of Mexico in Milwaukee is: October 8, 2017 at 6:00PM.
Que mensaje queremos enviar?
What message do we want to send
Banner Making

Local organizations and groups use artmaking to create conversation on the issue/concerns that are happening here in Milwaukee.
Creating Diversity Banner

Share our similarities
celebrate our differences

~M. Scott Peck